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Chris Mitchell
REALTOR® 
chris.mitchell@compass.com
M: 817-692-3678


Work with Chris Mitchell



Social Media
LinkedIn      


Facebook      


Instagram      


Youtube      


Press

SellingNTX.com



Specialties

Buyer's Agent, Listing Agent, 
Relocation, Residential Real Estate



Education

University of North Texas -

Bachelor of Arts 



Charity

Volunteer Chairman 

The Cowtown Marathon










About Chris
Chris Mitchell is truly dedicated to providing exceptional, professional and comprehensive real estate services to his valued clients.  As a member of The Kirk McDonald Group, he readily delivers an insightful and in-depth assessment of the current regional trends within the Greater North Texas real estate market. In serving his clientele seeking to find their dream home or sell their special residence, Chris clearly distinguishes himself by ultimately ensuring that each client receives an engaging real estate experience with truly impressive results.


Through Chris’s genuine dedication and commitment to serving each client with true advocacy, they always receive real estate advice based on a careful analysis of the market and a deliberately mindful, fiduciary and cautious approach on their behalf. He knows his numbers and takes great care to analyze the investment potential of each property so that he may leveraging each opportunity to the benefit his clients.  When working with sellers, he implements effective and resourceful marketing strategies that clearly accentuate each property’s specific features and positions the property to stand out in the marketplace.  When working with buyers, regardless of the time and effort it takes, his sole focus is on his client’s ultimate goal of purchasing a home that they will cherish for years. Through his advice and insightful perspective, he helps his buyers visualize a home’s potential and brings light to the pros and cons of each property’s features.
  
Chris’ clients trust his integrity, insight and accurate assessment.  He takes every measure to ensure that his client’s best interests are always of the utmost importance and readily delivers results that are beyond their expectations.  As a smart and strategic advocate, he is masterful at finding creative solutions and exhibits extensive knowledge, skill and resourcefulness when advising his clients on all real estate matters.  Recognized for his highly personal and responsive representation, Chris is a true advocate who is fully dedicated to achieving his clients’ real estate goals.



Contact Chris to serve you and your personal real estate interests







Client Testimonials








Scroll down for more



★★★★★
"We loved working with Chris! He was very quick with responses to all of our questions and needs. He made house hunting very easy for us! If you find something you want to see he will set it up VERY quickly. We got everything we wanted in our new house and are very happy with our experience buying  our first house. Thanks Chris, you rock!!!!!!" - Juan 



★★★★★
"Chris helped us buy our Fort Worth home then sell it a year later due to a corporate relocation. We were so grateful for Chris throughout the entire process. His expertise and marketing strategy helped us receive an above asking price offer on day one. Selling a home is a stressful process and you  want a smart and reliable realtor on your side. Chris is exactly that and we highly recommend him for buying or selling." - Karen 



★★★★★
"Chris has expansive knowledge of the area!  In a short time frame, he was able to deliver a great selection of houses in my price range, with everything I was looking for.  The buying process was surprisingly painless.  It was a true pleasure working with Chris!" - Matt 



★★★★★
"Chris is a rockstar! After 39 homes and what seems like a million let downs, he NEVER gave up on finding our family the perfect home!  He answeres calls and was always on time (even when we were late!) I must say we delt with some not so great people before we found Chris, and by far he has gone  above and beyond to get us a home! Also, he totally workes with us on everything! Great guy. Great office. You couldnt find a better person to help you get your new home! Thanks so much Chris Mitchell!" - Ashley



★★★★★
"Chris was very courteous.  He was prompt.  He answered all our questions. Very Helpful. Supported us thru the whole process. He recommend very good people to help us. Would highly recommended." - Mary 









Chris Mitchell’s Listings
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Listed By Compass


$565,000


	Bedroomsbeds
	44


	Bathroomsbaths
	2.52.5


	Square Feetsqft
	3,7583,758


	Acresacres
	0.130.13



9000 Cisco Drive, Denton, TX 76226
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Do Not Sell or Share My Personal Information, Terms of Service, Privacy Center, Scam Avoidance, Responsible Disclosure, Compass is an E-Verify employer, Notice for California Applicants, California COVID-19 Rules of Entry, and Your CA Privacy Rights
COMPASS, the Compass logo, and other various trademarks, logos, designs, and slogans are the registered and unregistered trademarks of Compass, Inc. dba Compass in the U.S. and/or other countries.

Corporate Responsibility, Privacy & Legal Notices: Compass is a licensed real estate broker, licensed to do business as Compass RE in Delaware, Idaho, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Tennessee, Compass Real Estate in Washington, DC, New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, Wyoming and Idaho, Compass Realty Group in Missouri and Kansas, and Compass Carolinas, LLC in South Carolina. California License # 01991628, 1527235, 1527365, 1356742, 1443761, 1997075, 1935359, 1961027, 1842987, 1869607, 1866771, 1527205, 1079009, 1272467. No guarantee, warranty or representation of any kind is made regarding the completeness or accuracy of descriptions or measurements (including square footage measurements and property condition), such should be independently verified, and Compass expressly disclaims any liability in connection therewith. No financial or legal advice provided. Equal Housing Opportunity. © Compass 2024. 212-913-9058.

Texas Real Estate Commission Information About Brokerage Services
Texas Real Estate Commission Consumer Protection Notice

New York State Fair Housing Notice
New York State Standard Operating Procedures
Notice of Reasonable Accommodations for Prospective Tenants


Compass does not discriminate against voucher holders pursuant to applicable law






    

    
    
    
    
  